
Depending on your drawer design choose one of the methods below: 

2. Lock Facing to the Side �11111 

To install the Lock in this way, please 
ensure that: 

1. the side of the drawer is at least one 
inch shorter than the front 
2. there is enough space both for Latch 
and Lock to fit inside 
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INSTALLINu LOCKS IN THE DRAWERS 
There are 2 ways to install the locks in your drawers: Lock Facing Upwards 
and Lock Facing to the Side 

A: The top drawer can use both methods; all other drawers lock facing to the side. 
8: The top drawer lock facing upwards; all other drawers - locks not compatible 
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C: All drawers can use both methods 
B: All drawers lock facing upwards 

1. Lock Facing Upwards 

To install the lock in this way, please 
ensure that: 

1. there is is a solid, flat surface above 
the drawer for the Latch placement; 
2. the surface above is not another 
drawer; 
3. there is enough space both for Latch 
and Lock to fit inside 



E: All drawers lock facing to the side 
F: Locks not compatible with this type of drawers 

To install the Locks Facing Upwards.: 
depending if your drawer front slides on top of the cabinet frame or inside the frame 
install the Latch close to the edge (la) or deeper inside {lb) on the solid surface 
above the drawer. Keep it away from the Handle. Take neccessary measurements 
and mark lock location on the inside of the drawer. Install the lock facing up (2). 
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To install the Locks Facing to the Side: 
depending if your drawer front slides on top of the cabinet frame or inside the frame: 
install the Latch dose to the edge {3a) or deeper inside (3b) on the side of the cabinet. 
Take neccessary measurements and mark Lock location on the inside of the drawer; 
Install the lock facing to the side (4). 
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